THE NATIVE AMERICAN MOOR
The True Ontological History of Your People
by
Jonathan Bey

For far to long, we as a people, have consistently continued to not only validated the
intentional erroneous misdescriptions placed upon us by others who WE ALLOW to
act as the designated authorities defining Who We Are. We have not only
permitted them to stand as our sanctioned higher authority to PROCLAIM WHAT
OUR ANCESTRY IS; we vehemently support and even defend their right to place upon
us what ever titles (Indian, Negro, Colored, Latino, Hispanic, Black and/or AfricanAmerican) they so
choose. This
impotent behavior
is not merely ill
advised; this
o b s e s s i v e
abandonment of
our cultural selfpreservation has
been “THE”
major negative
determinants of the self-imposed social marginalization and horndions infirmities we find
ourselves embroiled within to this very today as history continues repeating itself.
Why do we continue to enthusiastically support long
recognized inaccuracies and outrageously inappropriate
label designations such as calling Aboriginal Indigenous
Americans “INDIAN” and/or African-American even when now
we know better ?

And

further, do so to such a
great degree of
welcomed acceptance
that we not only fervently
advance ludicrously
illegitimate Eurocentric
historical inaccuracies; we readily promote and very often
actually defend (as truth) the false assertions of these
transparent agendas, not only academically in our schools,
but even more voluntarily in our own sacred institutions of
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worship/“BLACK” Churches?

Why do we so

readily aid and abet the inevitable confusion of our
children by not insisting upon a change of school
curriculums from those which uses our hard earned
(tax) dollars printing erroneous course study books
and paying our children’s teachers to further such
myths as Christopher Columbus DISCOVERING
anything?! If you stop to think about it, doesn’t it
come across
to you as even a little bit oddly suspicious, not to
mention transparently convenient that the name

Christopher Columbus literally translates
to “Christianity Colonizing”?

[Click here to access

more detailed information regarding the truth about Christopher Columbus]

What common sense, sound logic or insidiously
self-destructive design compels us to simply
continue the historical status quo of handing over
our innocent children’s pliable minds to group
who’s agendas have (historically proven with
empirical evidence) never favored our wellbeing?
Why continue allowing others to stand as the Self-appointed Architects of OUR
History; when in fact, TRUTH HAS ALWAYS DIFFERED SO DRASTICALLY
FROM SO MANY FABRICATED EUROCENTRIC CLIMS?

Why do we, with
such UNYIELDING CONSISTENCY, continue so enthusiastically to force our
children to habitually engrain such toxic falsities as
though the Eurocentric fanciful distortions and often
flat out lies were even ever true at any point within
reality?

Why wouldn’t our children be aimlessly

confused while angry chasing the smoke and mirrors
of failed Civil-rights bestowals of days gone by; when
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their focus should unquestionably be on
enforcing their INALIENABLE AND
UNALIENABLE GOD GIVEN HUMAN
RIGHTS as is protected Under ALL
International Law as delineated within the
U.S. Ratified Charter guaranteeing globally
The Rights of Indigenous People WHICH IN
FACT IS “Constitutionally” THE INDISPUTABLE LAW OF THE LAND!

These deeply intrenched “Institutionalized” rewritings
of history which most simply take for granted as truth;
such as Pulitzer’s 1833 Prize Winning Teachers Guide
“THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA AN OUT-GROWTH
OF THE CONQUEST OF THE MOORS” introducing
the myth of Christopher Columbus discovering
America, is a clear example of a Corrosive GLOBAL Cosmological
Framework of mentally manipulative Eurocentric belief systems designed to
foster manufactured false pride, while securely
anchoring DUPLICITOUS CORNERSTONES of what
the average individual SHOULD accept as simple
common sense facts which everyone should know.
Anyone of sound mind that is. It would not at all be
odd to fine the question “WHO
DISCOVERED AMERICA?” as
being a question on a Mental
Competency Test in which any answer
other than Christopher Columbus would
be counted as a sign of mental instability.

Following this

logic, a sign of a healthy mind would be to believe the
fictions caricature Columbus also discovered INDIANS.
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Appropriately, Public Schools should only teach TRUTH, an example of which
would be that the term INDIAN only applies to the people of INDIA, not the
Indigenous and/or Aboriginal Natives of this American Continent. And this fact
should in turn most certainly be IMMEDIATELY followed by a FULL truthful
explanation of who WE, Native Indigenous and Aboriginal American really are.

What is the fear stoping these truth from being told?

This is why such slogans as Say It Loud I’m Black And I’m Proud, BLACK PRIDE
IS BLACK POWER and Black Live Matter will remain feckless. The reason for
this is metaphysical, physiological and of course LEGAL as has been well
understood since the time of Henry Campbell Black, Sigmund
Freud and his lesser known yet far more influential nephew
Edward Bernays. Understand the possible Bush Family
blood ties to the self-proclaimed Beast may
also aid one in understanding the New World
Order’s psychological links and actual blood ties
to the sinister underbelly as to why certain evils
have proven spiritually profitable for some.

A

study of Henry Campbell Black’s work, unquestionably the world’s
most widely respected Legal Dictionary will aid one in arriving at a clear
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understanding of (not only the legal reason) why identifying one’s self as a
“BLACK” person IN FACT LEGALLY places yourself into a Social Category and
actual legal classification and status known as “Civilliter Mortuus” which
LEGALLY, LAWFULLY and LITERALLY means “DEAD IN THE EYS OF
THE LAW” ! Another startling FACT which may seem even more bizarre to the
average individual is The Legal Definition of ”White Person” is: [Referencing Page 1769 of
Black Law’s Dictionary 4th Ed.] “NOT EUROPIAN” NOR OF INDO EUROPIAN ANCESTRY. It
goes on further to identify the term White Person not only as being us, the
indigenous and aboriginal Native American Moors who currently in this country
are most commonly referred to as “BLACK and/or AfricanAmerican”; close inspection of the worlds most reparable Legal
Dictionary provides a newfound appreciation of how the term
“White Person” is in fact merely a USURPED STATUS
Identifier manifested as result of the Naturalization Act of 1790.
Studying World Renown Legal References such as the
aforementioned Blacks Law Dictionary, BOUVIER'S LAW
DICTIONARY and other well respected scholarly works will
help one to easily discover the true irony in the well known adage:
“If you want to hide something from BLACK FOLK, put it a Book”

The truth in such idioms become even more apparent when we come to
understand such realities as the fact that the term MINORITY has nothing
to do with numbers, but in legal terms refers to us as a people not being
response-able enough to handle our affairs beyond that of a Minor/Child.
That’s one reason the National Nightly Network News recently proclaimed:
“According to the most recent National Census’ Population
Assessments, Minorities are now America’s New Majority.” If it were
the number or quantity of individuals they were referring to apposed to the
QUALITY and STUSUS comprising our social construct, it would not have
been such an oxymoronically transparent truth defining report.
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The study of words, their common denotative utilities as well as
Etymological Origins which often reveal their true and less well known
connotative legal definitions have always struck me as fascinating.
Etymologically
Interestingly
enough, stemming from the Latin
term

mare , a n d a G o t h i c

“Romanization” of the Proto-Italic
expression *mari, from the ProtoIndo-European *móri, a legitimate
extrapolation of valid linguistic
comparisons can be found within
the Romanian term

mare ,

meaning:
BRAVE CROW TRIBESMAN
1873

Great
and/or
Mighty: A
Grate and / or Mighty People [With the term
Cane having a long standing Etymological
association with “That Which Is Standing UpRight and/or Straight” e.g. a Walking Cane and/
or A Stock of Sugar Cane etc., naturally
references that which is up-right, like Man
(Biblical-anthropomorphically Cain from which derives the Geographical
Cannanlan regions or Canada: Land of the Canaanites); linguists have
also shown how A-Mare-Can is also an extremely reasonable etymological
extrapolative of the phase: A Great and or Mighty Man / A-meri-can/
American. But you and/or any other individual is of course welcome to
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continue believing in or clinging on to the story and/or believe that the
naming of our land came from an Italian European (Not Moorish) Navigator
named Amerigo Vespucci at a time that even our most modern up-to-date
history books still inform us that the Europeans (at that time in history) still
believed the world was flat. Many even believed (until provided Moorish
Science during the Renaissance) that our earth was perched upon the back
of a mystical turtle at a time that The Phoenicians / Moorish Seafaring
navigators were operating thriving trade routs to every corner of the globe.
You can probably imagine the
look I received from my
eliminatory school teacher when I
observed out loud: “Hume! These
guys look like the same person to
me.”

What do you think ?

CLICK HERE TO LEARN THE
S H O C K I N G Y E T T RU E S E C R E T

REGARDING THE MYTH OF
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS YOU
WO U L D C E RTA I N LY N E V E R B E
TAUGHT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Today the term INDIAN is Officially used as a term of Determination and Designation by
the U.S. Federal Government without there even being any clear, concise nor definite
definition for the term when referencing the clarification of Tribal Eligibility; but for the
sake of communication purposes only, is used here as in its most widely accepted
nomenclature. The term “NATIVE” from the middle English word “natif” (Phonetic: NayTeeF) meaning: “belonging to a particular place by birth”. It is a misconception that
the term Native American referred exclusively to the so called American Indian. Just as
it’s true that anyone born in Washington, D.C. is by all rights a Native Washingtonian,
the truth is, anyone born in America or The Americas is a Native American, but not
Aboriginal nor Indigenous; which refers LEGALLY to the original inhabitants occupying a
land prior to the European invasion.

And I use the term occupying here because

ownership of land was in fact a European construct.
originally (in the spiritual sense) our provider, not property.
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In the 4th century, a Manchurian (Chinese) missionary under the SHANG
Dynasty named HOSHAN or pronounced HUE-SHIN (Hsu-Shen) traveled
to the Americas in search of his people, the Imperial “East
Yi” (Dark Manchurian or Chines). Originally when the East
Yi arrived in this particular area of Asha (Major), they first
encountered our ancient forbears the OLMEC (meaning

The Rubber People for
their importing of the Rubber Tree Only Indigenous to Africa) As East Yi interfaced, they subsequently
interbred, birthing the Aboriginal whom inherited the lower kingdoms of the land which they named MuXian (Moo-Shawn) which is a combination of the Olmeccan- Ashuric -Aramaic
word “Mu” which means “ONE”/Singular/and/or Land along with the Manchurian
word “Xian” (Pronounced Phonetically: Shawn) named after the
Noble Missionary of The East Hsu-Shen. This (Mu-Xian) over time
metamorphosed through various dynamics to “Mixian” which in turn
became “Mexian” (Pronounced Phonetically: Mex-Shawn) and Mexshawn-o to what we now pronounce “Mexico”. The tribes inhabiting
these lower lands were quite diverse. Many of which may be further explored by visiting the
Indigenous Nican Tlaca Movement’s Home Page.

One of the major tributaries of

lighter toned or more recessive lineage which re-mixed at a point with the more dominate Indigenous
Olmec became what many refer to as the HOPI. The Hopi were taught the religion or were spiritually
Re-Legioned to and with the mystic and ancient scientific teachings of their distant Dogon forbears;
effectively and astronomical reconnecting the Hopi to their pre-Egyptian kinsmen of 3200 BC and their
traditional Missed-Stories of the Stars regarding their Mother Light Sirius and
invisible (to the human eye) companion (Sirius B).
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Several Hundreds of years later (a much longer period of time than is the existence of
the so called United States), the Hindu East (erroneously called) Indians migrated to the
region breading into being the Mongoloid [adjective: ˈmäNG ɡəˌloid: of or relating to the
broad division of humankind including the indigenous peoples of eastern Asia, Southeast Asia,
and the Arctic region of North America]. Majestic Noblemen: The Peoples now known as the
Inuit and Eskimo who migrated far north to Cannanland and Alaska: of old also came The Aztec,
Inca, Toltec, Mixtec and Mayan also known archaeologically as the Five Barbarian Nations
(linguistically derived from or related to Barbers)The Barbary Coast, or Berber Coast, was the
term used by Europeans from the 16th until the 19th century to refer to much of the collective
land of the BERBER people. Today, the term “Grater Maghreb” or simply "Maghreb"
corresponds roughly to “Barbary". The term "Barbary Coast" emphasizes the Berber coastal
regions and cities.
The term "Barbary Coast" emphasizes the Berber coastal regions and cities throughout the middle and western
coastal regions of North Africa - what is now Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. The English term "Barbary" (and its
European varieties: Barbaria, Berbérie, etc.) referred mainly (by many) to the entire Berber lands including noncoastal regions, deep into the continent, as seen in European geographical and political maps published during the
17–20th centuries. The name is derived from the BERBER people of North Africa.
In the West, the name commonly evoked the Barbary clans (many called pirates) and Barbary Slaves Traders based
on that coast, who we are told frequently attacked ships and coastal settlements in the Mediterranean and North
Atlantic capturing trade, vessels, slaves and goods from Europe, the so called New World and sub-Saharan Africa
which were ensued by the Barbary Wars. It is said that the slaves and goods were traded and sold throughout the
Moorish Ottoman Empire and depending on certain clandestine circumstances even to the Europeans themselves.
HERE WE’LL TAKE A BRIEF IMPORTANT PAUSE.
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NOTE:

I welcome and enthusiastically encourage all readers to challenge and fact check any and all aspects of my

research, original thoughts and/or reconvened assertions to improved upon through the uncovering of further valuable
Empirical Evidence any material found to the contrary. The only thing of value in the art of learning is TRUTH, not mere
reasonable conjecture.

THE FOLLOWING SHORT MESSAGE MAY VERY WELL IN FACT BE
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACT YOU WILL EVER RECEIVE!
HERE I INVITE YOU TO PAUSE IN ORDER TO GIVE YOURSELF THE WELL DESERVED
OPPORTUNITY TO HONESTLY ANALYZE WITH CRITICAL CLARITY THE FOLLOWING FACT

Most of what you have over time BENN CONDITIONED to “believe” YOU
THINK YOU KNOW has for the most part been ONLY SYSTEM SANCTION
material, provided by individuals serving Eurocentric Agenda Driven
Social Institutions which HISTORICALLY HAVE WITH
DYNAMIC CONSISTENCY PROVEN THEMSELVES
NEVER TO HAVE YOUR BEST INTEREST AT HEART. This
alone and by itself provides ample logic to comprehend the reality
that WHAT YOU BELIEVE YOU KNOW IS TRUE, is in actuality simply
accumulated assertions and postulated propositions Systematically
Provided to serve and stand as THE BASIS OF YOUR PERCEIVED REALITY
(BOTH CONSCIOUS AND SUB-CONSCIOUS.) Therefore:
KNOW

IF

MOST OF WHAT YOU BELIEVE YOU

IS PRIMARILY SUPPORTED BY THE“PREDETERMINED SOCIAL BELIEF SYSTEMS”OF THOSES

WHO CONSISTENTLY THROUGHOUT HISTORY HAVE COLLECTIVELY ”ALWAYS” PROVEN
THEMSELVES NEVER TO HAVE HAD YOUR BEST INTEREST NOR WELLBEING AT HEART;

LOGICAL COMMON DEFALT, MOST OF WHAT YOU THINK IS,… IS, BY DESIGN,

THAN

BY

NOT IN

YOUR BEST INTEREST NOR WELL BEING. Basically, what this all boils down to is:

WHAT YOU BELIEVE YOU KNOW
IS NOT FOR YOUR OWN GOOD!
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With this reality comes the refreshing understanding that A WHOLE NEW SUPPORTIVE PARADIGM
SHIFT IS NOT ONLY IN ORDER, as well as a way overdue IMPERATIVE which you owe (AT A MINIMUM) to
yourself.

Its an opportunity to CONSIDER BEGINNING THE PROCESS of acquiring BY ANY PROPER

MEANS NECESSARY the reconstructive resources required to RETOOL, RESET AND RE-BOOT the
only mechanism and vehicle designed to save you from your self:

YOUR OEN FREE WILL!
FORTUNATELY A MECHANISM HAS BEEN DEVISED
TO ASSIST YOU IN DOING EXACTLY THAT!

Is first and foremost NOT FOR EVERYONE!
TO DETERMINE WHETHER YOU WISH TO BE INTERVIEWED
CLICK HERE NOW TO OBTAIN MORE IN DEPTH INFORMATION

Back to our season at hand:

“THE NATIVE AMERICAN MOOR”
A True History of Your People
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The Mayan’s rejected certain spiritual humanitarian practices of their Noble OLMEC ancestry,
gravitating more toward mythos of their Manchurian hereditary lineage, and began (we have
been told) practices involving human sacrificial bloodletting which brought about their

banishment from the sacred region by their more spiritual adept OLMEC Elders
who left them only the option of relocation or total destruction.
This accounts for the Mayan Civilization’s sudden
and smilingly abrupt disappearance from the region
without sign of any natural or otherwise cataclysmic
occurrence which under most normal
circumstances would
have left human
remains of some form,
apposed to the total
absence of any such
archeological
remains. The greater
Mayan
forced
migration relocated eastward to what we today referred to as“Asia”
(wherein Earth itself or Mu/“The Land” or singular world was one
all known as Asia) while evidence of other much smaller splintering
factions having been found archeologically signs heading on a
West-Easterly migration toward and into what is now known
historically as Asia Minor, a geographic region in the further SouthWestern regions of Asia comprising most of what is in present-day
the geographical regions of Turkey. Early reference to this region
comes from tablets of the Akkadian Dynasty (2334-2083 BCE)
where it is known as “The Land of the “Hatti” and was inhabited by
the Hittites who themselves referred to the land as “Assuwa" (or, earlier, Aswiya) which actually
only designated the area around the delta of the river Cayster in Lydia yet after
time came to be applied to the
greater region.
(As time
transitioned much further to a period
following the fall of Macedonia, the
region took on the name
“Anatolia” (literally, 'place of the
rising sun’, for those lands to the
east. This of course was long prior
to the heathenish reign of Philip (of Macedonia) or
the blood drenched plunderings of his Son
(Alexander) happened upon our highly civilized
ancient forbears’ Kemetian/Egyptian culture.
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The delta region would in its distant future come to be known as
Greece, which the Europeans still identify as being the
Birthplace of “their” cultural Civilization.

The

much greater compliment of the migrating banish Mayan
tribesmen mixed with those of the South Eastern Indigenous
Mongolian tribes bringing into being the ANGKOR who’s
modern day name is
Cambodian which provides
cause for a greater appreciation as to why many ancient
Cambodian Temple Ruins reflect the architectural hereditaments
of their Mayan Empire’s ancestry, even more especially so with
the understanding that the word Mayan itself means “illusion” and/
or vanished.
What we find emerging within this cultural exploration is a broader
understanding of the term MOORISH itself reflecting a much more
vast and diversified universality significance which may at first
elude the newly awakening novice in their quest's initial sojourns
in their pursuit of truth and navigation toward their ultimate
destination; seeking a greater understanding of self, their place
within our sea of humanity, our Universe and of course ultimately,
our Creator, into which one day we shall all no doubtably again
return.
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A rose by any other name . . .
Genetically, the accouchement of the Pueblo and Manso tribes was a direct
result of the ungrudging relations effectuated between the Hoshan’s East Yi
Manchurian immigrants
and the autochthonous
Indigenous Olmec,
giving rise to
the Heterogeneous
Aboriginal American
Tribes of North America
which culturally as well
as genetically supports the synonymous constitution of our brethren erroneously
referred to today as Mexican; which is a term not derived from the above
legitimate anthropological explanations, but
rather as a byproduct of ignorant Eurocentric
predacious and the physical introduction of
a r t i fi c i a l b o r d e r s e s t a b l i s h e d b y t h e
systematic encroachments of the European
l a n d g r a b b e r s w h o ’s p r o g e n y t o d a y
unfortunately
continue to
promote with
similar ill willed
convictions,
toxic segregative practices of abhorrent
ideologies e.g. certain factions clamoring for the
erecting of impenetrable border barriers to further
impede the free movement of our land’s original inhabitant from their rightful
place upon our planet.
The above clarifications regarding the diverse genome mixing of various
Aboriginal and Indigenous
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Asiatic Moors may also aid in providing a more substantial scientific alternative
understanding of our vast diversity culturally as well as phenotypically (the many
obvious and pronounced observable visual characteristic differences in hair
types, skin tone, bone and muscle structures resulting from the interaction of
biologically diverse genotypes which emerged as
a result of variant physical environments.) This
also helps us to appreciate how the more
common explanation of Slave Rape is not by any
means nor measure the exclusive reason for our
vast diversity. Just as there is in nature endless
shades, hues and divergences of visual
distinction among every species of being, be it
plant animal and/or mineral which is clearly not
due to artificial manipulation.
We too, as a
product of nature have naturally evolved
contrasts which account for our vast and
magnificent spectrum of natural beauty aside
from that which our limited educations have
provided. And as a side note: My statement which included “minerals” as being
applicable to species was not an error. Mineral was purposely as well as
rightfully noted in this context even though it is well understood that by Western
standards such substances (solid inorganic material i.e. the elements found
within our periodic table) would not be included in any reference to species. The
big however is, elements should be
included among the list of living entities.
Although Western philosophy would not
categorize mineral(s) among aspects of
nature which he would considered as
living beings, elements are (despite
what we have been taught to respect as
forms of life) are in fact life forms. An
excellent reference to further your
understanding as to why this is so may
be found within T.H. Burgoyne’s book entitled “The Light of Egypt” (The
Science of The Should and The Stars, Vol 1 & 2) in which it is explain that
although the particular form and/or quality of life existing as an aspect of
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Mineral is not necessarily what
we would in the most normal of
circumstances LIVING, it they
are still nevertheless ALIVE, in
that all although a mineral’s
quality or quantity of
SENTIENCE (its conscious
capacity to perceive) is not as pronounced as is in
the more advanced cosmological biology of plant,
insects, animals or even lesser sentient beings (e.g.
Viruses, Bacteria and/or even other lower single-cell
life forms lacking free will and freedom of thought.)
And although not possessing
life as we would normally
interpret or define life, it,

Mineral is none the
less alive. It’s merely on
a much more primal level.
And like the cells of our
body which are (all one
hundred billion of them) individual life forms within them-selves; some working as
units (like the cell of our heart, liver, skin and all of our other organs) all being
themselves simply variant configurations of mineral
matter working as units with their own individual
specific tasks operating in unison to sustain in you
what we call life.
So is true regarding minerals
which make up our Earth which is as our ancient
forbearers so well understood is no less alive than
are you or I.
The life she possesses is simply
different, not nonexistent.
And, we hue-man
existing upon her are in nature similar to the
microbes which reside upon us or even more
synonymously, as the symbiotic microbes living
harmoniously within our digestive track, responsible
for the digestion of the nourishment we consume;
minute semi-sentient beings of which,
without, we would ourselves sense to exist
upon our Mother Earth.
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Now, although the most recently imparted information may have felt as if aspects
were a departure from our subject, it was by no means so for the simple fact that
the ELEMENTal chemistry, physics
and other basic biological
science(s) we have been exploring
above are all intrinsically essential
aspect of our Indigenous and
Aboriginal Native American cultural
heritage.
And just as the wise
healers of the various above noted
tribes from which we all have
spawn understood the nature of
these transcendental realities, we too still possess the
spiritual (genetic memory) capacity. And these are the
matters in which our beloved Indigenous and
Aboriginal Cherokee Moor of old did so wisely name
Our Temple “Moorish SCIENCE Temple of America” for the Empirical
Evidences discoverable therein, similarly to the metaphysical energies which
illuminate our mind, body and sprits with each evolution of our ever
expanding degrees of knowledge bring even further wisdoms to
light with the emergence of each new re-enlightenment.
Returning to the subject of how our visible MOORISH Diversity
came to be so prominently apparent here in North (South and
Central) America, exploring our culture’s non-segregative
genealogical mindset will assist one in appreciating how our more
Red and Yellow hued Manchurian Tribal tributaries of
Southwestern region’s East Hsu-Shen ancestry’s second phase remixing with
the Olmec’s Aboriginal offspring, the Aztec, Inca, Toltec and Mayan, and later
Pueblo and Manso produced the Chinook, Tutuni,
Calapuya, Chumash, Oynut,
Porch, Creek and others of the
lighter hue subcultures which in
turn also migrated as far South
as Florida (The Land of
Flowers) where other genetic
Euro Apache
infancies of nearby Island
Nations (Cuba and the like),
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South West and West Coast were further diversified along their various migration
routes. The darker hued extractions were those which retain greater degrees of
their original Olmec blood e.g. The Arapaho, Arikara, Blackfoot, Cheyenne,
Crow, Apache, Mandan, Pawnee and Shoshoni. All of this diversity took place
prior to the
Fifteenth Century
arrival of the
E u r o p e a n
( ( Europian )
Spaniards, British,
French, Italian and
Portuguese)) at
which time, as you
are no doubt
aware, much
greater change
came about.
Earlier arriving
interbreeding
Europian’s (prior to the Fifteenth Century major migration following the fall of the
Moors of Spain) brought about such brave and noble
tribes as The Apache who were one of the last to
serenader following the so called “Indian Wars”
Geronimo (Mescalero-Chiricahua: [from the South
Athabaskan language] Goyaałé [kòjàːɬɛ]́ Meaning:
”The one who yawns"; June 16, 1829 – February 17,
1909) was a prominent leader from the Bedonkohe
band of the Chiricahua APACHE clan. From 1850 to
1886 Geronimo joined together three other Chiricahua
Apache bands—the Chihenne, the Chokonen and
the Nednhi—to carry out numerous raids as well as
fears resistance to U.S. and so called “Mexican”
military campaigns in the northern Mexico states of
Chihuahua and Sonora, and in the southwestern
American territories of New Mexico (my Native Territory) and Arizona.
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Many of the older much darker hued
tribes of more pure Olmec blood
who refused to interbreed nor
interface in any manner with the
encroaching European’s were
totally eradicated, while others
who refused to assimilate, as we are
now most certainly aware from our
own fragmented personal family
remembrances, were enslave and
over a short phase of two to three
generations forced into varying degrees of ignorance of self. Under threat and
duress our forbearers were forced to miseducate our Grate Grandparents as
children and forced to perpetuate the lie of having been brought to this continent
as part of the African salve trade for fear the
children being taken, sold and/or worse killed as a
reason to others, as was most certainly the case if
we were to have risked teaching our children the
ability to retaining the ability to read. Reading and
education of any kind would lead to knowing the
truth. And just as our schools even today remain by
far sorrily substandard in a land of plenty, the
system’s fear of us commingling into an
understanding of self remains as dreadful in their
minds as ever. “Civilliter Mortuus” : LEGALLY,
LAWFULLY and LITERALLY “DEAD IN THE EYS OF THE LAW” (as
explained above) is clearly evidenced not only by America’s failed local economies’
cannibalistic
dependence on the incarceration of children and America’s refusal to
prosecute murderous acts perpetrated upon our children by member of their Civilian
Armed Forces.

The material accessible by way of this link will assist you in

securing a greater appreciation of the absurdity within the illogical
story that we have been conditioned to so readily accept without
question.
The information accessible via this link will provide you an
even greater appreciation of how common sense, logic and
Science further supports the truths provided here.
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We, Native Aboriginal and Indigenous Moorish Americans were in fact
simply re-transplanted along the coastlines to various regions in which we
were culturally as well as geographically unfamiliar. An example of this
would be enslaving darker hued Native American populations from Florida and
transporting them along the coast line to far more distant regions such as Main,
Charleston South Carolina, Mississippi or elsewhere to be sold on the blocks as
slave from Africa. A reviewing of the movie Twelve Years A Slave will assist one’s
understanding of how such practices continued even after the further
enslavement was prohibited in Northern states after the development of the
cotton gin enriched the South causing deep economic disparities for Northerners
and the Civil War which would ensue (between the rich Masons of the North and
their now richer brethren of the South.) The Civil War never was about Slavery. It
was purely a war of economics.
If you may remember, in the Movie ROOTS, Kunta Kinte was referred to as The
African (from the banks of the Gambian River) by others who were enslaved on the
plantation where the story took place. The Native American victims enslaved
there prior to Kunta’s transport from the Maryland African Slave Trader’s Block to
the Virginia plantation (as a
truthful teaching of factual
American history would
explain,) were all Native
Indigenous Americans
Aboriginal to the North,
South and Central
American and adjoining
island regions transplanted
from their Native American
Villages, Towns and yes
Cities via the Baltimore
enslavement routes to
Spotylvania
C o u n t y.
where the story of Roots took place. Read THIS LETTER from George
Washington (the Ninth U.S. President Ninth President, not First) to our Moorish
Empire’s Sultan Muhammed Ibn Abdullah (in which you will note was located in
the EMPIRE STATE, New York) as well as THIS LETTER from The Former
White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel to obtain a better
understanding of how your history has been held from you purposefully to this
very day.
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Other aboriginal and indigenous sub-set tribes of the ancient Olmec which were also
nearly obliterated by the Europeans (such as the Inca) were culturally usurped and
historically re-minted by terms such as Latino or other misdescribed erroneously
coined bastardizations e.g. “Hispanic” coined by Ronal Regain are only now most
recently reestablishing their noble roots through the
admirable activities of new emerging enlightened activist
of individuals such as Olin Tezcatlipoca and other
evolutionists of the Nican Tlaca’s Mexica Movement, who
in fact are the surviving prodigy of the Supe Caral Nican
Tlaca Civilization of Peru (which authorities say dates
back to as much as 3700 B.C. and perhaps further) and
other lands devastated by the atrocities carried out upon
them.
As for the ancient darker tribes of the Olmecs which duomigration re-populated as Easter Islanders while others
spread to regions we would now identify a Jamaica, Haiti,
Trinidad, Barbados and adjoining islands establishing
colonies of which tribally came to be known as Arawaks.
The same in which were also erroneously misidentified by
the fabricators of the Christopher Columbus Mythos
much later in the mid Eighteen Hundreds.
The tribes
which migrated to Haiti gravitated
to african Yoruba religions (“erroneously coined Voodoo”by
Europian’s).
The Arawaks’ mixed with the Portuguese
producing “Taino” who were some of which migrated to the
Caribbean. Other Olmeccan tribes traveled north bringing into
existence the Washo meaning (raccoon People) because of
their elaborate facial art. These tribes settled areas of Alabama,
Mississippi, Luisiana and Georgia.
The Washo mixing with
Malian Moors of Africa brought into existence a much darker
Bassa people called the Yamasee direct decedents of the
OLMEC via the Washitaw Moors (a linguistic derivative of
Wichita which is also tribally Kitikitish again meaning Raccoon eyes from which arose
the Eurocentric negative derivation COON. ) Many of the Yamasee lived near the
Macon, Georgia area where many Mounds and Pyramids still remain even to this day to
be
rediscovered.
The Yamasee are the genetic Mother Tribe of the Creeks,
Seminoles, Apalachees, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Catawbas and Cherokee.
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with the Native Aboriginal Moorish Americans, yet these unions were not always by
choice of free will or natural selection, but as breeders would implement forced sexual
encounter as a means to populate their plantation’s work force.
In 1715 a notable Yamasee
uprising marks one point of
resistance within the many
“murderous invasions" taking
place which Eurocentric
Historians call The Indian
Wars.

Many thousands of tribes were
slaughtered throughout the
Seventeen Hundreds as result of
these massacres. As a means of
survival, remnants of these tribes
banned together to create alliances, some of which were the
Yamasee (mentioned above) The Coosah, The Chowan, The
Cocnoee, Mesuwa and Congaree. After the collapse of the
coalition’s efforts to withstand the continuing influx and violent encroachments pushing
even further inward and across the continent many of those who survived found
themselves pushed further southwardly regions of Florida mixing along the way with
Africans as well as the Indigenous Native Moorish runaways or in certain native tongs
“Seminole”, while others took on the tribal names Occonokee, Allaucha and Hitachi of
which certain Counties, Rivers and other landmarks are to this day named. Other
examples of such practices of area’s retaining tribal names are (phonetically)
Talahassee, Penaseecolah, Chatahuchee, Chokatah,
Micanopy and literally many thousands of others across
America in all states excluding none.
Much of the Natural Tribal Earth Knowledge and understanding of not
only natural indigenous eatable “wilderness” plants, flora, herbs, spices,
roots (e.g. Potatoes, Carrots, Yams, Radishes and the like) were readily
at the disposal of those seeking freedom from the intruding foreigners,
bushwhackers and bounty profiteers; astrological knowledge of the heavens and their
placement in relation to geographical direction were key elements for those who were
fortunate enough to escape the brutal conditions in which captivity became a natural
dramatic condition for generations.
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Notable astrological skymarkers such as the North
Star, as well as
understanding how certain
particular plant-life, e.g.
mushrooms, wild gains,
fl o r a c a b b a g e s , a n d
certain species of moss
growing on particular
sides of certain trees as
well as the manner in
which particular plants
adapt to certain aspects of
Nature’s geographical
territorial markers, allowed
some who had retained
more of their ancient
ancestral tribal knowledge
a slight advantage over
others in their attempts to find their ways to freedom (Cannanland/Canada/The Land
of Cain as in the Cananights) Some of the Wise, Brave and Noble ones (as we well
know) traveled back and forth from areas in the deep South to areas far North on a
continual basis lending their knowledge of navigating the the extremes of the varied
terrain, the astrological heavens and Natural Agricultural Sciences. It is just that the
connection of
such notable
individuals are
as a part of the
normal public
s c h o o l
curriculum never
connected (or in
a c t u a l i t y
intentionally
broken), nor are
their indigenous
a n c e s t r a l
knowledge of old
ever linked to
their
true
a n c e s t r a l
lineage, Moors.
Instead, we were
simply taught, so and so was a former slave or so and so was a child of slaves. And
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from that we are supposed to extrapolate that they
are referring to African Slaves, not what was in
reality a much greater number of Aboriginal and
Indigenous Americans internationally recognized
as far back as history has recorded as MOORS.
So when you in the future hear of or are told or
taught of a notable historical individual of the past,
resist the urge to allow your mind to simply
reverting to the pre-programed thought that the
individual they are referencing is automatically a
dependent of African Slaves, when in fact as
reality would more properly dictate, the chances
and likelihood that the individual is of Moorish
American decent (if your talking about someone
from The America’s) is far, far more likely to be of
Aboriginal and Indigenous Decent than any others
by the simple logic of mathematical realities. In
that, the far greater majority of those who would in
most normal unfortunate circumstances of today
be identified by their BRAND Names: Negro,
Black, Colored and/or African-American are in fact
Moorish American. And in actually, the same is true to an extremely significant degree
regarding those of a darker hue (as you have learned above) who have been
BRANDED American Indian and/or Latino or Hispanic.
For those readers who may wish to begin the process of learning even more about Who
You Really Are as it may relate to your true ancestral heritage, one side tip that may
save you money if you are considering using one of the many Genealogical Search
Companies sprouting up all over the Internet and even being more widely marketed on
TV these days, to understand that the majority of these companies are matching for the
most part for Europeanize markers not Aboriginal or Indigenous phenotypes. If you are
interested in obtaining an verifiable report which provides a much more reliable picture
of your actual ancestral lineage, a good suggestion may be to start your search at one
of the Moorish American Genealogical Research Groups such as that found at
YourTrueHistory.com and supplement the reports you will receive with other valuable
information you are always guaranteed to find at such sites as MoorishDirectory.com,
R.V. publications.com, MoorishNationPublicRecords.com, CanaanlandMoors.com
This is a living document, which means it will continue to expand. So do feel free
to key in the URL to stop back by to see whats been added from time to time.
Until then,
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